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- Special Data Dissemination Standards (SDDS)
- UVGS
- Progress
Special Data Dissemination Standards (SDDS)

- Turkey subscribed for SDDS on August 08, 1996
- TurkStat is the coordinator institute for SDDS
- Our stakeholders are
  - Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey
  - Undersecretariat of Treasury
  - Ministry of Development
Special Data Dissemination Standards (SDDS)

- Every year in December, we prepare meta data pages and Advanced Released Calendar for SDDS Data Categories and make them released on IMF web page

- According to Advanced Released Calendar, we are releasing SDDS Data

UVGS

• A System to manage the official data dissemination from Turkey to international organisations

• Aim => Record details of data transmissions

• TurkStat wants to know;
  – what data is sent
  – when
  – from where to where
Current Data Transmission without UVGS

Big chaos...
Data Transmission with UVGS

Upload to TurkStat server by national institutes
Download by international organisations:

OECD
THE WORLD BANK
IEA
Inform about the transmission of data
How to access UVGS?

• User name and password...
UVGS Software

- Upload the data
- Download by international organisations
UVGS Software / Reports Module

- Report module
- Make queries by national institutes
Progress

- Underconstruction now and will be improved
- Put to test internally
- Put to test externally by carrying out a pilot study with an external institute.
- Contact Person who is responsible for UVGS will be determined at each institute and they will be given education
- In use in 2015
شكرا جزيلا